KRIEGA 2020

They started with one backpack, which was an instant hit with motorcycle journalists
and built the brand from there. 20 years later, Kriega is now known the world over for
high quality design, performance and innovation.
Based in North Wales the company is ideally located of motorcycle riding with some
of the most demanding roads and off-road trails in the UK right on the doorstep.
We personally design, test and regularly use all our products in Wales in all weather
conditions. As well as travelling and testing our products all over the world to
understand the different climates and riding conditions. This feeds our drive to
consistently innovate, constantly improve and never compromise on quality.
The result is that every single piece of Kriega kit is designed to maximize the riding
experience regardless of whether that be the daily commute to work, an eight-hour
Enduro, a multi-day trip or a long term ‘Round the World’ tour.

OUR STORY

Kriega was born in 2000 when two British product designers and motorcycle
enthusiasts became frustrated by the lack of functional, well designed luggage
specifically for motorcycle riders and decided to do something about it.
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KRIEGA 2020

“WORTH THE MONEY ?
YES, AT TWICE THE
PRICE”
“THEY ARE THE
BEST OF THE BEST
FOR GOOD REASON”
FAST BIKES

“THE MASTERS OF
MOTO LUGGAGE
DESIGN”
BIKE EXIF

REVIEWS

PERFORMANCE BIKES MAGAZINE
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COMMITTED TO QUALITY
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CORDURA®

YKK® ZIPS

AIRCRAFT GRADE

We use Cordura® Brand fabrics throughout
the Kriega range. Recognized for their
long-lasting durability and resistance to
abrasions, tears and scuffs.

Arguably the best zips in the world,
renowned for their performance and
durability. YKK® are the only high quality
coil zips we use on our products.

All Kriega metal engineered parts are
made from 6061-T6 aircraft grade,
hardened aluminium alloy providing
dependable strength where it’s needed.

QUALITY
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HYPALON

LINERS

WATERPROOF

Hypalon is a super strong, abrasion
resistance synthetic rubber mainly
utilized in products designed for extreme
use such as whitewater rafts.

Waterproof compartments have a lightweight taped-seam liner, easily removable
for cleaning and white in colour to help
with locating kit inside the pack.

All Kriega packs with a roll-top
Drypack (dp) compartment are
GUARANTEED WATERPROOF
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Kriega’s goal from day one was to build a reputation for the
best quality products on the market, offering the highest
standards of functionality and craftsmanship.
Kriega packs are constructed from some of the most technical
fabrics available today. Add to that a strict attention to detail in
the design and production process and you can be sure that
Kriega products will exceed expectations.
The whole Kriega range is built to perform without exception.
As a commitment to quality all packs are guaranteed for
10 years against defects in materials and manufacture.

GUARANTEE

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
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Kriega’s ground breaking Quadloc™ harness has set the
standard for motorcycle backpacks for nearly 20 years.
The innovative design transfers weight from the shoulders
to the chest and body, giving all-day riding comfort, even
with heavy loads.
Ergonomically designed specifically for motorcycle riding
to allow unrestricted arm movement.
Once size-set, simply click-in, click-out.

INNOVATION

LEADING THE WAY
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R35

The ultimate touring pack incorporating the unique
zip-in QUADLOC™ harness, the ground breaking
R35 enables a rider to carry bulky, heavy kit in
long distance comfort.

35-litres (2100cu in) capacity
1900g / 67oz
KRU35

R30

Guaranteed waterproof protection for serious
motorcycle adventure, the award-winning R30
gives a rider the confidence to safely carry a
laptop/camera and other ‘keep dry’ kit even in
torrential weather conditions.

30-litres (1800cu in) capacity
1800g / 63oz
KRU30

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

The ‘go to’ pack for the daily commuter and the
weekend explorer the R25 is a solid performer
that’s built to last. The versatile large load area
gives the flexibility to carry anything from a laptop
to the weekly groceries and all in total riding
comfort with the full size QUADLOC™ harness.

25-litres (1500cu in) capacity
1600g / 56oz
KRU25

BACKPACKS

R25
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NEW
KRIEGA 2020

FROM SPRING 2020
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MAX 28

EXPANDABLE BACKPACK

An Urban backpack constructed from ultra-durable Cordura® and
Hypalon combined with the industry leading QUADLOC-LITE™
harness. The main zip-compartment expands from 22 to 28L,
perfect for carrying a full-face helmet around town or loading up
with those last minute groceries. With a waterproof roll-top
electronics compartment (15” laptop), multiple organiser pockets
for smaller items and hydration compatibility the MAX 28 has it all.

22-28-litres (1340 - 1700cu in) capacity
1850g / 65oz
KRU28

DRYPACK
LAPTOP
POCKET

R20

The R20 is the perfect fit for many riders around the
world, ‘not too big but big enough’. Whether you need
to carry a 13” laptop plus everyday essentials on your
daily commute or tools, waterproofs and hydration for
an off-road adventure, the R20 is the master of
versatility and the king of super-tough and reliable
backpacks.
20-litres (1200cu in) capacity
1200g / 42oz
KRU20

With it’s lightweight and durable construction matched
with short back length and non restrictive harness the
R15 is the ideal off-road riding companion. Whether trail
riding, desert racing or rallying add a hydration
reservoir, spare kit, energy bars, a tool roll and you
are all set for your next adventure.

15-litres (900cu in) capacity
1100g / 38oz
KRU15

BACKPACKS

R15
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NEW
KRIEGA 2020

FROM SPRING 2020
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TRAIL 18

ADVENTURE BACKPACK

The ultimate adventure 18L backpack featuring ultra-durable
Cordura® & Hypalon construction combined with the industry
leading QUADLOC-LITE™ harness. With it’s roll-top and zip
compartments for both ease of hydration access* and 100%
waterproof storage, combined with our unique laser-cut
hypalon net for external storage.
*Optional 2 or 3.75 litre HydraPak reservoir.
AVAILABLE IN 3 COLOURS
BLACK- KRUT18-B
ORANGE- KRUT18-O
LIME- KRUT18-L
18-litres (1100cu in) capacity.
1630g / 57oz

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

NEW

TRAIL 9

ADVENTURE BACKPACK

The ultimate Dual-sport/trail backpack featuring ultradurable Cordura® and hypalon construction combined with
the industry leading QUADLOC-LITE™ harness. 100%
waterproof roll-top 6-litre compartment and separate
hydration zip-compartment* combined with our unique
laser-cut hypalon net for external storage.
*Optional 2, 3 or 3.75 litre HydraPak reservoir.
AVAILABLE IN 3 COLOURS
BLACK- KRUT9-B
ORANGE- KRUT9-O
LIME- KRUT9-L
9-litres (550cu in) capacity.
1030g / 36oz

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

BACKPACKS

FROM SPRING 2020
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HYDRO-3

KRIEGA 2020

Hydration packs come and go but if you are looking for
ultra-tough, long lasting, reliable performance then the
HYDRO-3 is the only choice. Built around the innovative
Quadloc-Lite™ harness, a durable Cordura® main body
conceals a HydraPak military grade 3-litre reservoir plus
1-litre zipped front storage pocket.
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INCLUDES
HydraPak reservoir 3-litres
(100 fl oz) capacity
700g / 25oz ex reservoir
HYRUC3

NEW
INCLUDES HANDS-FREE KIT
for safer in-helmet hydration

HYDRO-2

The unequalled combination of Quadloc-lite™
harness, Cordura® construction and a HydraPak
Shape Shift™ 2-litre reservoir produces a lightweight,
hard-wearing race pack, purpose built to take the
long-term punishment of serious off-road competition.
INCLUDES
HydraPak reservoir 2-litres (68 fl oz) capacity
Hands-free Kit
620g / 22oz ex reservoir
BLACK
HYRUC2-B
LIME
HYRUC2-L
ORANGE
HYRUC2-O
SILVER
HYRUC2-S

HYDRATION PACKS

FROM JAN 1st 2020
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However you commute: motorcycle, train or plane the
ultra-durable URBAN ‘Every Day Carry’ is one pack that
excels for all. Inside a hard-wearing Hypalon and Cordura®
body lies enough padded compartments to secure and
organize your daily essentials from a 17” laptop to the
smallest memory card. All packaged with Kriega’s well
designed, utilitarian style that is built to last.
18-litres (1100cu in) capacity
1500g / 53oz
KSUEDC

SLING EDC

Whether you are on a motorcycle or walking around
town the SLING ‘Every Day Carry’ provides a safe and
secure way to organize your everyday essentials.
With 5 various size pockets constructed from
hard-wearing Hypalon / Cordura® and YKK® zips you
have a versatile and highly durable pack that’s
easy to use and built to last.

9-litres (550cu in) capacity
1000g / 35oz
KSSEDC

MESSENGER BAGS

URBAN EDC
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URBAN

Guaranteed waterproof protection for valuable
electronics, with one large main roll-top compartment
the URBAN has enough carrying capacity for a 17”
laptop plus a bunch of other ‘keep-dry’ essentials, the
perfect solution for the ‘all weather’ commuter.

16-litres (980cu in) capacity
1400g / 49oz
KSU16

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

SLING

The SLING is a straightforward, stylish and waterproof
way to carry smaller items like cameras, tablets and
other ‘keep-dry’ essentials with total confidence in all
weathers. Simply throw over your helmet, tension the
strap and ride!

8-litres (490cu in) capacity.
900g / 32oz
KSS8

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

NEW

SLING PRO

Larger than the SLING/EDC enough to carry an iPad Pro or 13” laptop with
it’s 50/50 combination of 100% waterproof roll-top and quick-access zip
compartments, it’s the best of both worlds. Constructed from hard-wearing
Hypalon/Cordura® and YKK® zips you have a versatile and highly durable
pack that’s easy to use and built to last.

13-litres (790cu in) capacity
1200g / 42oz
KSSPRO

DRYPACK
LAPTOP
POCKET

MESSENGER BAGS

FROM SPRING 2020
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Lightweight and durable the R3 is the perfect riders’ waist pack.
The roll-top 100% waterproof main compartment is ideal for a
mobile phone, camera, wallet and the front zipped pocket for
a disc lock, multi-tool and keys. All within quick and easy
access thanks to Kriega’s innovative belt tension adjuster.

3-litres (180cu in) capacity.
550g / 19.4oz
KRW3

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

WAIST PACKS

R3

R8

An ultra-tough off-road pack with 100% waterproof side pod
and removable Tool Roll, the R8 is a very practical, feature
packed waist pack designed for riding trails or competition
Enduros, Bajas and Rallies. Constructed from ultra-durable
Hypalon and Cordura® it’s built to take the long-term
punishment of serious off-road competition.

8-litre (490cu in) capacity
1100g / 38.8oz
KRW8

DRYPACK
SIDE POD
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HARNESS POCKET XL

Quick access storage, ideal for larger mobile
phones. Simply fix to any backpack harness,
waist pack or messenger bag strap with the
hook & loop closure.
AVAILABLE IN 2 OPTIONS
RIGHT - wear on the left with RIGHT handed access
LEFT - wear on the right with LEFT handed access
Fits all Kriega rider packs (excluding R35)
180(h) x 95(w) x 35(d) mm
7”(h) x 3.7”(w) x 1.3”(d)
LEFT - KKHPXL-L
RIGHT - KKHPXL-R

HARNESS POCKET

STASH WALLET

Fits all Kriega rider packs (excluding R35)

Intergrated belt loop
4 x YKK® zipped pockets
3 x card slots
2 x open pockets
1 x zipped pocket (fits passport)
1 x concealed pocket with key-clip
100(h) x 170(w) x 30(d) mm
3.9(h) x 6.7(w) x 1.2(d) ins.

Quick access to essentials on the go...
Ideal for a mobile phone, small camera,
sunglasses, keys. Simply fix a Harness
Pocket to any backpack harness, waist
pack or messenger bag strap with the
hook & loop closure.
170(h) x 85(w) x 40(d) mm
6.7”(h) x 3.3”(w) x 1.6”(d)
KKUP

Cordura® Travel organizer / wallet perfect
for all frequent use items, like keys, cards,
cash, tickets, pens, ear plugs etc.

KSTSH

KUBE NOTEBOOK

KUBE TABLET

385(h) x 270(w) x 40(d) mm
15.2”(h) x 10.6”(w) x 1.6”(d)
KKLPT

330(h) x 230(w) x 25(d) mm
13”(h) x 9”(w) x 0.9”(d)
KKNBK

270(h) x 200(w) x 20(d) mm
10.6”(h) x 7.9”(w) x 0.8”(d)
KKTAB

For laptops up to 17”

For small laptops & tablets up to 13”

For 10” tablets

ACCESSORIES

KUBE LAPTOP
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KUBE MINI TAB

KUBE ORGANIZER

KUBE ORGANIZER XL

230(h) x 150(w) x 20(d) mm
9.1”(h) x 5.9”(w) x 0.8”(d)
KKMT

1 litre (61cu in) capacity
130(h) x 190(w) x 50(d) mm
5.1”(h) x 7.5”(w) x 2”(d)
KKU1

2 litre (122cu in) capacity
150(h) x 200(w) x 70(d) mm
5.9”(h) x 7.8”(w) x 2.7”(d)
KKUXL

For 7” tablets

Ideal for tools, cables, safety equipment

Ideal for cameras, chargers, cables etc.

KRIEGA 2020
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TOOL ROLL

Tough 1000D Cordura® construction with
over 30 loops & coated mesh pocket,
ideal for on/off-road or workshop
...just add tools

250g /8.8oz
KTORO

HEAVY DUTY
BACKPACK LINERS

Heavy-duty roll-top 100% waterproof /dust proof
storage, use in backpacks or as stand-alone
luggage.

SMALL 6 Litres (366cu in) KALS
MEDIUM 19 Litres (1160cu in) KALM
LARGE 34 Litres (2075cu in) KALL

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

2-LITRE HYDRAPAK SHAPESHIFT™ RESERVOIR

Compatable with the TRAIL 18 & TRAIL 9
ADVENTURE BACKPACKS. The ShapeShift™ feature allows the bladder’s volume
to be adjusted for greater stability and lower
profile. The 0.4mm Thermo Polyurethane
reservoir is twice as thick as standard
consumer models and comes with a
reinforced slider and Hydrofusion® insulated
big-bore tube with 45° twist-lock bite valve.

Compatible with ALL KRIEGA BACKPACKS.
The 0.4mm Thermo Polyurethane reservoir
is twice as thick as standard consumer
models and comes with a reinforced slider
and Hydrofusion® insulated big-bore tube
with 45° twist-lock bite valve.

Compatible with ALL KRIEGA BACKPACKS.
The Shape-Shift™ reservoir allows the
bladder’s volume to be adjusted for greater
stability when the full volume isn’t being
utilized and is fully reversible for easy
cleaning/drying. The Plug-N-Play™ connect
system lets you easily disconnect the drink
tube without leaks.

HYPAK35

HYPAK3

HYPAKSS2

ACCESSORIES

3.75-LITRE HYDRAPAK MILITARY 3-LITRE HYDRAPAK MILITARY
GRADE RESERVOIR
GRADE RESERVOIR
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UNIVERSAL FIT TO ANY TYPE OF STREET, MODERN
CLASSIC, ADVENTURE/TOURING & SPORTS BIKES
All US-DRYPACKS have a guaranteed waterproof main
roll-top compartment and are constructed from abrasion
resistant 420D Cordura® with Hypalon reinforcement.
Easy to mount with quick-release hooks attaching to web loops
secured to the bike’s subframe.
Use individually or hooked together in various combinations to
form a modular luggage system.
Mount as a Tank Bag, with the addition of a Kriega TANK
CONVERTER (page 33)
Convenient to carry off the bike with a removable shoulder
strap (US-20 / US-30) or by hooking onto any Kriega backpack
(US-5 / US-10)

US-DRYPACKS

US-DRYPACKS
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US-5 DRYPACK
5-litres (300cu in) capacity.
290(h) x 180(w) x 100(d) mm
11.4”(h) x 7”(w) x 3.9”(d)
400g / 14oz
KUSC5

US-10 DRYPACK
10-litres (600cu in) capacity.
330(h) x 240(w) x 120(d) mm
13”(h) x 9.4”(w) x 4.7”(d)
600g / 21oz

KRIEGA 2020

KUSC10
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DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

US-20 DRYPACK
20-litres (1200cu in) capacity.
400(h) x 260(w) x 190(d) mm
15.7”(h) x 10.2”(w) x 7.5”(d)
700g / 24.5oz
KUSC20

US-30 DRYPACK
30-litres (1800cu in) capacity.
445(h) x 295(w) x 225(d) mm
17.5”(h) x 11.6”(w) x 8.8”(d)
1000g / 35oz

US-DRYPACKS

KUSC30

31

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT
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TANK CONVERTER
Converts a US-Drypack to a tank bag
Universal fit to most makes and types of
bike with both metal and plastic tanks.
250g / 8.8oz

FIT KITS

US-DRYPACKS

KUSTK

US-DRYPACKS are supplied with hook-straps and frame loops.
Additional FIT-KITS are also available for a few specific bikes.
DUCATI PANIGALE 899/1199 - KAPGL
DUCATI PANIGALE 959/1299 - KAPFK
DUCATI XDIAVEL - KAXFK
DUCATI PANIGALE V4 - KAPV4FK
DUCATI SCRAMBLER 800 - Full Throttle / Café Racer - KADSFK
APRILIA TUONO FACTORY - KATFFK
TRIUMPH STREET TRIPLE - KASTFK
TRIUMPH SPEED TRIPLE - KASPFK
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Available in either SOLO or DUO options, designed to
universally-fit* modern retro-styled bikes.
100% WATERPROOF and constructed from super-tough
abrasion resistant Hypalon & 1000D Cordura®.
A roll-top closure guarantees total weather protection and the
white liner makes it easy to find your kit and is removable for
cleaning.

SADDLEBAGS

SADDLEBAGS

Aircraft grade anodized alloy strap connectors and heavy-duty
cam buckles hold the bags firmly in position.
Mounting straps are included for single or double bag set-up,
plus an adjustable shoulder strap for use off the bike.
*Requires saddlebag supports fitting to the bike.
Not included.
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SOLO 14

14-litres (850cu in) capacity.
310(h) x 310(w) x 150(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 12.2”(w) x 5.9”(d)
1500g / 53oz 14 litres (850cu in)
KSBS14

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

18-litres (1000cu in) capacity.
310(h) x 350(w) x 175(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 13.7”(w) x 6.9”(d)
1800g / 63oz
KSBS18

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

SADDLEBAGS

SOLO 18
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DUO 28

28-litres (1700cu in) capacity.
DIMENSIONS PER BAG
310(h) x 310(w) x 150(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 12.2”(w) x 5.9”(d)
2800g / 99oz
KSBD28
MAIN
COMPARTMENT

DUO 36

36-litres (2000cu in) capacity.
DIMENSIONS PER BAG
310(h) x 350(w) x 175(d)mm
12.2”(h) x 13.7”(w) x 6.9”(d)
3000g / 105oz
KSBD36

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

SADDLEBAGS

DRYPACK
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OVERLANDER-S
Whether you are a weekend single track rider or ‘round the world’
tourer, we believe soft luggage systems are the only durable and
safe way to travel on a bike.
The Kriega Overlander-S (OS) is a versatile multi-pack solution
with numerous fitting options which enable you to choose the
configuration to suit your bike and type of riding.
Multi-pack storage from 6 to 100-litres +
All OS-PACKS are 100% waterproof and constructed from
ultra-abrasion resistant Hypalon and 1000D Cordura®
guaranteed to deal with the toughest of adventures.

OVERLANDER-S

ADVENTURE LUGGAGE SYSTEM
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OS-PANNIERS

• The 100% waterproof roll-top closure and removable white liner
guarantee pack contents remain protected from the elements.

OS-32

• Mounting and dismounting the OS-Panniers takes less
than a minute with two quick release straps and buckles.
• The same straps compress the pack firmly in position.
No extra tie-down straps are required.
• Constructed from the highest quality materials including ultraabrasion resistant Hypalon + 1000D Cordura®, with military grade
Kevlar® webbing and aircraft grade alloy buckles.
• Offering two easy fit options, either traditional ‘over the seat’
saddlebag format using OS-STRAPS (page 50) 		
or as a single pannier by hooking-on to a specially designed
OS-PLATFORM. (page 48) both sold separately.

OVERLANDER-S

The OS-32 and OS-22 are at the core of the OS range and
share many of the features of traditional ADV hard luggage
with the added benefits of durability and safety for riding in
demanding environments where there will be the inevitable
scrape with the terrain.
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OS-22

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT
OS-32 and OS-22 Soft Panniers require pannier frames to be fitted to the bike.
These are model specific, available as accessories from bike manufacturers or
other after market suppliers.

OS-ADVENTURE PACKS

Specifically designed for riding in the most demanding of environments.
Use as single stand alone pack or as a multi-pack storage system with the
addition of other packs in the OS range.
DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT

OS-BASE

An innovative modular pannier system that fits
virtually any trail, enduro or dual sport bike without
the need for metal pannier frames. The OS-BASE
is an ‘over the seat harness’ which allows OS-6,
OS-12 or OS-18 ADVENTURE PACKS to be mounted
as panniers. The modular design enables you to
modify your luggage set-up to suit your ride - from
a day’s single track to longer adventure trips.
700g - 24.7oz

KRIEGA 2020

KOSBA
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OS-18

OS-12

OS-6

KOS18

KOS12

KOS6

18-Litres - (1100 cu in) capacity
380(h) x 250(w) x 190(d) mm
14.9”(h) x 9.8”(w) x 7.5”(d)
1000g / 35oz

12-Litres - (732 cu in) capacity
360(h) x 200(w) x 160(d) mm
14.2”(h) x 7.9”(w) x 6.3”(d)
850g / 30oz

6-Litres - (366 cu in) capacity
320(h) x 200(w) x 90(d) mm
12.5”(h) x 7.9”(w) x 3.5”(d)
550g / 19.4oz

OVERLANDER-S
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2 x OS-12 - KTM 690

NEW
FROM SPRING 2020

OS-BASE-KTM

OS-BASE designed specifically for KTM adventure bikes.
With a new bespoke shape and exact length Kevlar® straps for
a perfect fit. Quick and easy on and off by wrapping around the
frame and rear OEM rack without the need for a heat shield.
The best frameless/modular system to fit KTM 790, 1090, 1190
and 1290.
700g - 24.7oz

KRIEGA 2020

KOSBAK
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2 x OS-12 - KTM 790

OVERLANDER-S
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2 x OS-18 - KTM 1190

OS-PLATFORM

3rd generation design - now stronger, 30% lighter and with more frame fitting options.

KRIEGA 2020

Virtually indestructible Nylon-6 construction, lighter than alloy and without fatigue issues.
Machined with optional attachment points, enabling you to set-up the bike to suit your adventure.
Includes all fitting hardware to mount the OS-Platform to your pannier frame of choice.

FITTING OPTIONS

TUBE FIT

Fits 16mm - 20mm ‘standard’ hoop
pannier frames including HEPCO, GIVI,
TOURATECH & KTM
KOSPT-3

SW-MOTECH FIT

SW-Motech EVO and PRO pannier frames.
KOSPEV-3

BMW GSA FIT
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includes adaptor to mount on
BMW GS ADVENTURE frames
(exhaust side only)
KOSPGS

YAMAHA TÉNÉRÉ 700 FIT
includes adaptor to mount on
YAMAHA / GIVI frames
(exhaust side only)
KOSPTE

OVERLANDER-S
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OS-32 + OS-22 - TENERE 700

OS-STRAPS

SUBFRAME LOOPS

KOSS

KASLB4

Provides a strong hook-on location to
mount OS-ADVENTURE PACKS or
US-DRYPACKS to most types of bike.

OS-RACK LOOPS

The ultra-lightweight alternative to a rear
luggage rack.
KOSRL

KRIEGA 2020

Traditional over the seat
straps to mount a pair of
OS-SOFT PANNIERS.
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OS-SHOULDER STRAP

OS-CAM STRAPS

OS-HEEL PLATES

KAOSS

KAOSCS

KOSHP

Convert your OS-ADVENTURE PACK or
OS-SOFT PANNIERS into a shoulder bag
for easy carrying off the bike.

Hook onto OS-RACK LOOPS or OS-SOFT
PANNIERS for attaching roll-top bags, tents.

Provides an improved mounting location
for OS-BASE lower straps on a KTM 690
and HUSQVARNA 701

NEW

STEELCORE SECURITY
STRAP 4.5ft
Lockable straps with SEW
(steel encased webbing)
harder to cut through than
steel cable alone.
Secures the OS-32 and OS-22
soft pannier bags to the bike to help
prevent theft or access to the bags.

OS-RACK LOOPS-KTM
KTM OEM rear rack* version of standard
OS-Rack Loops to allow easy hook-on of
US-Drypacks or OS Adventure Packs.
(* 1090, 1190 & 1290 Top Case Carrier)
KOSRLK

OVERLANDER-S

BLACK KSCSS-BK
ORANGE KSCSS-OR

FROM SPRING 2020
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ROTOPAX™ CONTAINERS

ROTOPAX™ 1 & 1.75 US Gallon fuel/water containers have solid
thick walls and extra threads with a sure-seal gasket,
guaranteeing they will not leak or vibrate loose.

DLX PACK MOUNT

Mounts to the pre-drilled OS-PLATFORMS
with 4 x M6 bolts supplied with the kit.
1 GALLON
340(h) x 230(w) x 80(d) mm
13.5”(h) x 9”(w) x 3”(d)

KRIEGA 2020

FUEL 940g / 2lb
WATER 870g / 1.9lb
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FUEL KRX-1G-INTL
WATER KRX-1W

700g / 24oz
KRX-DPM

LOX MOUNT

Add extra security for your ROTOPAX™
fuel pack with a tubular key barrel lock.
Mounts to the pre-drilled OS-PLATFORMS
with 4 x M6 bolts supplied with the kit.
750g / 26oz
KRX-LPM

1.75 GALLON
356(h) x 381(w) x 88(d) mm
14”(h) x 15”(w) x 3.5”(d)
FUEL 1.5kg / 3.3lb
WATER 1.3kg / 2.8lb
FUEL KRX-175F
WATER KRX-175W

MOUNT EXTENSION

Add to a DLX or LOX Pack Mount to
stack 2 ROTOPAX™ 1 Gallon fuel or water
containers together. Secures each pack
individually.
KRX-PME1

OVERLANDER-S
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OS-12 + 1 GALLON ROTOPAX FUEL & WATER + OS-22
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KRIEGA 2020

An addition to the Kriega HydraPak with quick-release drybreak connector, giving faster and safer in-helmet hydration.

FORK SEAL COVERS

Increase the service life of forks with added protection
from mud & dirt.
KWEFK

KAHFV

WORKS SERIES

HANDS-FREE KIT

DRYPACK

MAIN
COMPARTMENT
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RALLY PACK

Bolt-on 100% waterproof rear
fender pack for Rally / Adventure riding.
200(h) x 175(w) x 70(d) mm
7.9”(h) x 6.9”(w) x 2.7”(d)
300g /10.5oz
KRR25

HAUL LOOPS
Essential equipment for
Extreme Enduro events.
FRONT KWEHL
REAR KWEHLR

KRIEGA 2020

KS-40 TRAVEL BAG
Aluminium pannier liner & carry-on flight bag
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Featuring expandable sides the storage capacity
can be increased in two stages from 30 up to 40
litres, ideal for 31, 38 and 45 litre panniers.
Set at 30 litre size, the KS40 dimensions comply
with all airline current carry-on size regulations,
some may even allow the 40 litre size setting
(please check with your airline).
KS40

KRIEGA T-SHIRTS
100% ringspun cotton White screen printed
Kriega branding on front
Chest Size
S = 36”/38”
M = 38”/40”
L = 40”/42”
XL = 42”/44”
XXL = 44”/46”

KEY RING

Embroidered Keyring
Kriega logo both sides
100 x 25mm / 3.9” x 0.9”
KMKEY

small KMTS-S
medium - KMTS-M
large KMTS-L
x large - KMTS-XL
xx large - KMTS-XXL

KRIEGA STICKERS

2 x heavy-duty stickers, print on transparent
vinyl with UV-gloss laminate.

APPAREL

Garment sizes are
approximate

36 x 146mm ( 1.4”x 5.7”)

NECK TUBE

The Original BUFF® Tubular
with Kriega ‘K Logo’ Design
Multifunctional - can be worn as a
neckerchief, head scarf, balaclava or mask.
MADE IN SPAIN
KMBU-B

BLACK KAKSB
WHITE KAKS
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